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A CHAIN OF WALKS.  ALL BETWEEN  8 TO 13KM  (5 TO 8 MILES) 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

When walking with the Ramblers each leader, naturally, chooses a different walk, which 

is not necessarily related to any of the other walks that season.  I, personally, found that as 

a result of this patchwork walking, I knew certain areas quite well but could not link them 

together in my mind.  I felt that I needed a chain of walks that would give me a united 

view of the surrounding area.  Also when walking in a large group I tend to watch the 

heels of those in front, get engrossed in conversation, rely entirely on the leader and pay 

no attention to where I am going nor to the countryside around. 

 

Also I, because of my age, found the 10 mile and upwards walks took too long, were 

rather a strain and resulted in my doing nothing else that day.  

 

The result was that I decided to walk a chain of shorter routes, each one linking up with 

one or more of the earlier walks.  The intention being to make a complete chain the whole 

way round Andover.  I soon found that this gave me a far better idea of the countryside.  

Also, since I had to choose them myself and sort them out on the map, I remembered 

them very much more clearly.  Furthermore, I could get back for lunch and still be 

interested in other things in the afternoon!  Because the walks are intended to be morning 

or afternoon walks, virtually no pubs are mentioned and no pub car parks are used. 

 

I hope, then, that these walks detailed here will be of use to others who are also not 

dedicated or very energetic walkers but would like to get to know the surroundings of 

Andover.  These are not a stretched out chain with the minimum possible number of 

walks to get round.  Rather, you will find a number of walks in the same area where the 

routes seemed to me particularly nice.  All the way around there are, of course, many 

other fine footpaths not mentioned and not explored.  I hope you will enjoy exploring 

them as much as I have.  Since the walks always overlap with others it is quite easy to 

compile longer walks from these. 

 

The maps most used are the Explorer No. 131, Romsey, Andover & Test Valley and 

No.144, Basingstoke Alton & Whitchurch both are 1:25000 scale, 4cm = 1km.  So all 

short distances have been stated in meters and total distances in kilometers and miles.   

Map References:  The six digit numbers in the text are map references. The first three 

digits are the horizontal (east/west,) reference and the final three digits are the vertical 

(north/south) reference.  The east/west reference is shown across the top of all these maps 

and the north/south ref is shown down the left side, all in grey. 

For example:  Reference 421581 refers to a point 42.1 on the horizontal (top) scale   

and 58.1 on the vertical scale.  See the grey grid lines on Walk Map 1.  This indicates the 

point on the walk where the Ox Drove crosses the Ashmansworth/Newbury road. 

Similarly the point 431574 refers to the point 43.1 across and 57.4 up which is the start of 

the walk at Three Legged Cross, or Three legs House as it is now called.
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CONTENTS  

 

(1)  Three Legged Cross - Wayfarers Walk - Faccombe - Curzon St. Farm - Crux Easton. 

(2)  Doiley Bottom - Crux Easton - Ashmansworth - Curzon St. Farm 

(3) Netherton Bottom - Curzon St Farm - Faccombe - Faccombe. Wood. 

(4) Netherton Bottom - Faccombe - Netherton - Test Way. 

(5) Pillheath  - Locks Drove - Ibthorpe - Test Way - Windmill Lane. 

(6) Locke's Drove - Test Way - Upton - Rushmore Down. 

(7) Hurstbourne Hill - Wildhern - Little London - Doles Wood. 

(8) Rushmore Down - Upton - Upton Manor - Knyghts Mere  - Well Bottom 

(9) Vernham Dean - Knyghts Mere - Upton - Vernham Manor. 

(10) Vernham Dean - Fosbury - Hippenscombe -Conholt Hill. 

(11) Tangley - Well Bottom - Conholt Park - The Chutes.          

(12) Lower Chute - Appleshaw - Biddesden House 

(13) Cross Keys - Coldridge Wood - Crawlboys Farm - Honey Bottom. 

(14) Scots Poor - Tidcombe - Beacon Farm - Hippenscombe. 

(15) Scots Poor - Wexcombe – Brunton 

(16) Scots Poor - White Lane – Cowcommon Bottom - Chantry Lane. 

(17) Ludgershall - Collingbourne Wood. 

(18) Ludgershall - Southly Bridge - Collingbourne Ducis 

(19) Ludgershall - Little Shoddesden - Kimpton - Gt. Shoddesden. 

(20) Fyfield - Kalis Corner – Kimpton. 

(21) Kimpton - Kimpton Down - Thruxton Aerodrome. 

(22) Amport - Quarley - East Cholderton. 

(23) Quarley - Cholderton - Quarley Hill. 

(24) Quarley - Palestine. 

(25)  Palestine - Over Wallop. 

(26) The Wallops. 

(27) Broughton - Nether Wallop. 

(28) Broughton - Clarendon Way - Broughton Down.           

(29) Broughton - Houghton.       

(30) Kings Somborne - Horsebridge - Houghton. 

(31) Stockbridge - Danebury - Longstock. 

(32) Danebury - Fullerton - Longstock. 

(33) Stockbridge - Kings Somborne. 

(34) Kings Somborne - Little Somborne. 

(35) Chilbolton - Leckford  - Stockbridge. 

(36) Chilbolton - Wherwell - Harewood  Forest. 

(37) Harewood Forest. 

(38) Middle Way - Longparish - Test Way. 

(39) Barton Stacey -  Bransbury - Newton Stacey. 

(40) Longparish - Firgo Farm.   

(41) Longparish - Whitchurch. 

(42) Whitchurch - Laverstoke. 

(43) Whitchurch Northwestwards.  
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(44) St Marybourne - Egbury – Binley              

(45) St Marybourne - Coopers In The Wood - Egbury. 

(46) St Marybourne - Lower Wyke      

(47) Doiley Bottom - Binley - Stoke Hollow.     

(48) Egbury - Cooper’s In The Wood Farm - Binley.           

(49) Wadwick - Binley – Woodcott.             

(50) Three Legged Cross - Woodcott - Crux Easton. 

 

(21A) Kimpton - East Cholderton - Quarley 
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(1)  THREE LEGGED CROSS - WAYFARERS WALK - FACCOMBE - CURZON ST. 

FARM - CRUX EASTON. 

Start: On the road near 3 Legged Cross. 431574. Parking for 3 cars only at the side of the 

road. 

Cross over the main Newbury Andover road and go NW along the Ox Drove Track. 

Follow this for 2.5 km, go 0.5 km along a small road and branch off leftish after 500m. 

After a further 500m turn left, SW, over a field before Pilot Hill, zigzag left, right to the 

west side of wood and follow the cart track over the ridge to Faccombe. Turn left on the 

road and go through Faccombe and onto the Ashmansworth Road.  After 300m from the 

road junction, turn left by a gate and follow the edge of the field to the wood at 394580.  

Turn right into the wood and the track leads steeply down to Curzon St. Farm.  This is 

only consists of an open barn and a deserted house.  Leave the farm eastwards towards 

Robins Croft Copse, go up through the wood and then down past Privet Copse, through 

Woodhay Poor to the Ashmansworth Road. Turn left towards Ashmansworth and after 

100m turn right through a wood to the Ashmansworth/HBT road by Steeles Farm, 

414571. Go ESE down Hipple Lane track to Crux Easton.  At the crossroads, 427564 turn 

NNE over two fields (the path is not beaten over the second field) to the Woodstock road 

and on to 3 Legged Cross. 

Distance:  12.5 km. - 7.8 miles. 

This is a fairly hard (the Ox Drove can be muddy) and hilly walk. 

(1) First Reduction: Turn left at 410593 along road from Ox Drove 1.5 km back to 

Ashmansworth, second left down Cross Lane back to start Total 6 km - 4 miles. 

(2) Second Reduction: On the road at 410573 go direct to Ashmansworth and back up to 

the Ox Drove (Wayfarers Walk) and right back along to 3 Legged Cross.  

Total distance: 10.5 km - 6.5 miles. 
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(2)  DOILEY BOTTOM - CRUX EASTON - ASHMANSWORTH - CURZON ST. 

FARM 

 

Start: Doiley Bottom Car Park, 406551. Plenty of parking space. 

Go N.  50m along the Newbury Road.  Turn right up a track to 430560.  Turn Left to 

Crux Easton, straight over the crossroads at C.E. on down and over the main road. Go up 

the field to the stile and continue straight on in the same direction, NW, over the brow of 

the field and down to the bottom of the dip.  The path goes over a stile, through a little 

wood and round the right hand side of the field up to Ashmansworth. Turn left on the 

road and right after 70 yards over a stile. Follow the footpath over the fields and down 

through the wood to the Ashmansworth/Faccombe road. Go left along the road and turn 

off right at the bend to go down to Privet Copse. With Privet Copse on the right, follow 

the track round N. to a wood. Turn left at the edge of the wood down the track to Curzon 

St Farm.  Turn S. and follow the track downhill, more or less straight across the road and 

down to Sidley Bottom and back past the old kennels to Doiley car park.   

Distance:10.2 km - 6.4 miles. 

 

This is a pleasant walk with not too much ascent/descent. At Crux Easton try visiting the 

refurbished Wind Engine. Phone 01635-253044. 
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 (3) NETHERTON BOTTOM - CURZON ST FARM - FACCOMBE - FACCOMBE. 

WOOD. 

 

Start: Netherton Bottom. 385558. About 300m after the Faccombe turning. Park on the 

side of the road 

Walk down the road S.E. Turn left at 387553 up a footpath which goes diagonally over 

the  field to the corner of Cockley's Copse, up to  the  Faccombe road (or take that road 

earlier).  Follow the road to Kimmer Farm on the right, go down Hall Lane (track), down 

the dip past some barns to the road.  Go across the road up the track along Bartlett's  

Down  to Curzon St Farm. 

Turn left, due West, up the hill along a track to and through the wood. Turn left (due 

South), after the wood, and go 200 m along the edge of the field to the road.  Turn right to 

Faccombe and left at the 'T' junction and go S. 0.8km.  Fork right over a stile beside a 

gate labelled "Private Woodland" by the footpath sign. Go through Faccombe Wood and 

down to Netherton Bottom. 

Distance: 7.75km. - 5 miles. 
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(4) NETHERTON BOTTOM - FACCOMBE - NETHERTON - TEST WAY. 

 

Start. Netherton Bottom, 385558, about 300m after the Faccombe turning. Park at the 

side of the road. 

Go NNW up the footpath along the edge of the wood which makes a slight right and left 

curve to the second gate that leads through Faccombe Wood to the road. Turn left 

towards Faccombe, after 250m turn left at a crossing of footpaths.  After 250m this track 

turns right,. N, to miss out the village.  At the road turn left and descend 1km down to 

Netherton.  At Netherton, turn right and left after 100 m along a track which swings to the 

left past the back of Netherton House.  Follow the Track past Yews & Rymers Barn to 

Test Way 368569.  Turn left along Test Way 0.8km over Grimms Dyke and left ESE 

along Test Way.  After 1.75 km the path bends round a barn to the left to a  tee at 383546. 

Turn left along the fence down to Netherton Bottom. 

Distance:  10.5 km - 6.75 miles. It is fairly easy walking with some roads and hills, but 

a pleasant and varied walk.  
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(5) PILLHEATH  - LOCKS DROVE - IBTHORPE - TEST WAY - WINDMILL LANE. 

 

Start at Windmill Hill, above Hurstbourne Tarrant at 360530, parking space on the road. 

 

Go westwards along the road to the crossroads and then right 700m down to Locks Drove 

on the right.  Descend to the valley road and turn right to the Bank Tree, Ibthorpe.  Here 

take the track on the left that goes up past the farm.  Follow this round NW to 374544 

where there is a track going up on the right.  Follow this round the field at 378555 (just 

by the power lines) and take the track (the Test Way) going ESE at 377557. This leads 

down to the Bank Tree again at Ibthorpe, a suitable place for a coffee break.   Now go 

right along the road 100m and left up Windmill Lane.  Bear right near the top of the hill 

and the path leads you out to the starting point. 

Distance:  9.5km - 5.9 miles. Fairly easy walking, the hills are gentle. 
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(6) LOCKE'S DROVE - TEST WAY - UPTON - RUSHMORE DOWN. 

 

Start:  At  the end of Locke’s Drove, Sheep Down.  354536.  Parking limited. 

Go W. down Locks Drove to Ibthorpe. Turn left on the Ibthorpe/Upton Road 500m and 

right again opposite the pumping station. Go past a short right and left then left and right 

zigzag round a field to the Test Way.  Follow the T.W westwards and straight on down to 

Upton.  Take the Andover Road 250 m then right. along the track to  Rushmore Down. 

This path takes you past the John Lywood memorial signpost.   Follow this track to the 

road at 339536.  Go left and left again down a track ESE. Turn left up a road and a 

footpath leads you round Whistler's Farm. Keep the farm on your left and the footpath 

goes ENE 200 m and then turns right and back to the start. 

Distance: 12.75km - 8 miles. Mostly easy walking. 

 

You can cut off about a mile by walking up the road from Upton to Sheep Down but it is 

not a nice road to walk. 
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(7) HURSTBOURNE HILL - WILDHERN - LITTLE LONDON - DOLES WOOD. 

 

Start:  At the top of Hurstbourne Hill, 374525on thr side turning 50m from the A343. 

Restricted parking. 

Go SW through the wood and over the field to Doles Farm and straight on to Wildhern. 

Turn left on the road 200m and left onto the footpath past Plough Farm to Five Ways. 

Follow the Smannell Road  (Green Drove) to Little London.  Turn left up the road and on 

up  the  track  through Frenches  Farm  to Doles Copse. Go right along the copse until  

you come  to the gate into the wood. Follow the path back to the top of the hill. 

 

Distance; 10km - 6.25 miles. Easy varied walking, this is particularly recommended at 

bluebell time. 
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(8)  RUSHMORE  DOWN - UPTON - UPTON MANOR - KNYGHTS MERE  -  WELL 

BOTTOM 

 

Start: 335536. Restricted parking  (4 cars approx.) on the edge of the road.  

 

Go E. along the road and follow the track over Rushmore Down to Upton. Go virtually 

straight on, N, up the Linkenholt Road and turn left into the footpath just before Upton  

Manor.  Follow this down and across valley road and due W. up to Knyghts Mere, 

Conholt Lane.  Go W. along the lane 150m and turn left off the lane to Lower Conholt 

Farm. Just before the farm the path goes left and follows the left side of the field and 

along below the farm.  Follow the path 400m and turn left down to Well Bottom and then 

up the steep climb on the opposite side of the valley.  The path picks up a track through 

the last wood, and along the edge of a field to the start. 

Distance: 8.4 km - 5.25 miles. This involves some very steep climbing. 
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9) VERNHAM DEAN - KNYGHTS MERE - UPTON - VERNHAM MANOR. 

 

Start: Vernham Dean. Restricted parking by the little grass triangle at the west end of 

Vernham Dean. 

 

Go S. up the footpath to Knyghts Mere, don’t drift to the right and land up at the top of 

Conholt Hill. At Knyghts Mere turn left down Conholt Lane 200m and right down the 

fields to the Upton Road. Take the footpath opposite the gate to Upton Manor. At some 

seasons there may be some nettles on this stretch. At the manor turn left up the road to 

Vernham Manor and straight on 500m up Church Lane straight ahead into Church Lane 

(Track). Turn left before Box Farm down Hatch Lane and back to Vernham Dean. 

Distance: 9km - 5.5 miles. Easy walking. 
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(10) VERNHAM DEAN - FOSBURY - HIPPENSCOMBE -CONHOLT HILL. 

 

Start Vernham Dean, restricted parking by the little grass triangle at the west end of 

Vernham Dean. 

. 

Take the footpath S from Vernham Dean and after 200m bear right up SW, along the 

upper side of the wood to the top of Conholt Hill.   50m from the top gate turn right past 

the disused pit to a gap in the fence opposite the path down into Hippenscombe. Go down 

onto Hippenscombe Lane  and along  to the farm.  Turn right through the farm buildings  

and  take the right. fork 50 m later up to the top of the hill at 309569.  Turn sharp right to 

Fosbury Farm and straight on into Fosbury Ring.  Take the first opening on the left out of 

the ring and follow along the field with the wood on the left.  Follow round the edge of 

the field down to Goudyses Gate.  Go N over the valley road and very slightly W of N 

over the field. There is a yellow footpath marker at the corner of the wood. With the 

wood on the left go straight up over a stile and turn right at the far edge of the field.  

Follow the footpath straight on over Bowers Lane and down to Vernham. 

Distance 8.5 km 5.31 miles with two hills. 
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(11) TANGLEY - WELL BOTTOM - CONHOLT PARK - THE CHUTES. 

 

Start: End of Clarks Lane (Track), 329536 on the Hatherden/Conholt Park road 300m 

after the Dowlands Farm turning. Restricted parking. 

Go  500m NW up the road to footpath on the right along the edge of the field to the track 

at the end.  Turn left through the wood and left, right, with the signs, to the steep descent 

to Well Bottom. Take care going down here it is very steep. Sometimes there is a rope to 

help steady you, but test it first.  

At the other side of the valley clearing go up through the wood and follow the track right 

round the edge of the field and up to Knyghts Mere. Turn left, W, along Conholt Lane to 

the start of the Causeway, ref. 322552.  At the corner the stile leads over the fields, SSW, 

over Conholt Park passing to the left of the wood to Chute Cadley. Turn rightish, follow 

the road straight on to the "T" junction near the Hatchet Inn and turn left onto the road 

going due S.  After 50 m there is a footpath on the right behind the houses. It leads across 

the fields (either up through the wood or along the edge of the wood) and on to Lodge 

Lane. Go left, NE along the lane 700m to the Chute/Hatherden  Road  and straight  on NE 

over the fields to the road at  324527.  Here you should be able to see the remains of 

Tangley House, if it has not yet been repaired.  Turn left then right onto the Tangley road 

(Tangley Bottom).  Swing left round the Cricketers and up Clarke's Lane back to the start. 

 

Distance:  10km: 6.25 miles. Steep descent, don't walk in the wet. 
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(12) LOWER CHUTE - APPLESHAW - BIDDESDEN HOUSE 

 

Start Lower Chute Community Centre, 307529. Plenty of parking. 

Go 50m SW along the road to a bridle way on the left, this leads to the E side of the 

church to Lodge Lane. Go left along Lodge Lane and then right, S, along Cadley 

Bottom/Sopers Bottom.  At  317499 turn right up the track to the road.  Follow the road 

through to Biddeseden Cross Roads, turn right and after 400m right. into 'Private Drive'  

which  is marked as a Bridle Way.   Follow through Long Bottom to Forest House. 

 WARNING: The path goes to the West  (left) of Forest House, NOT through the garden. 

Turn right up the road to Lower Chute. 

Distance 8.5km - 5.3 miles  

Extra loop; instead of turning right at 317499 follow straight on down Sopers Bottom 

past the dump to Ragged Appleshaw, right past the abattoir and right into New House 

Lane. Rather a lot of road walking. Extra 2.4km. - 1.5 miles. 
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(13) CROSS KEYS - COLDRIDGE WOOD - CRAWLBOYS FARM - HONEY 

BOTTOM. 

 

Start. Cross Keys Upper Chute. Plenty of parking 

 

Go down the lane opposite the C.K., and straight on to the bottom, go left and 

immediately right up through Coldridge Wood. When you come to a track and clearing, 

keep Sawpit Copse and Oxdown Copse on your right and follow the path through to 

Crawlboys Farm.  Turn left onto the road, after 300m take the footpath to the left across 

the fields to Coldridge Bottom.  At the “T” turn right 400m and turn left at the disused pit 

up over Coldridge Down beside Coldridge End and down into the valley.  Turn left along 

Honey Bottom and right after 1.5km by the cottage up to the C.K. 

Distance: 9km. - 5.6 miles. 
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(14) SCOTS POOR - TIDCOMBE - BEACON FARM - HIPPENSCOMBE. 

 

Start: Scots Poor, 286562.  Plenty of parking. 

 

Go N.W. from the road footpath sign over the field to the W end of the wood on the other 

side of the field. Follow the track through the wood and up to the Water Tower.  Turn  

right over the stile and aim for the right-hand edge of the clump  of trees and on to the 

gate and stile and on down into Tidcombe. Take the footpath to the right just before the 

church, turn left on the road and immediately right through the hedge along the edge of  

the fields  to the road by Beacon Farm.  The track winds left round the farm, through the 

wood and straight on to the Slay (309569) and Hippenscombe Farm. Turn right in the 

combe and follow along the valley and up to Scots Poor. 

Distance 10 km. - 6.25 miles. Fairly easy walking. 
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(15) SCOTS POOR - WEXCOMBE – BRUNTON 

 

Start: Scots Poor. 286562. Plenty of parking beside the starting track. 

Go N.W. from the road footpath sign over the field to the W end of the wood on the other 

side of the field. Follow the track through the wood and on 2.7km over Wexcombe Down 

and down to the village of Wexcombe. Before you get into the village there is a stile and 

a footpath on the left marked with a sign on the opposite side of the road.  The path, not 

well used, leads up round the backs of the houses and up to a stile in the left corner of the  

field.   The track then leads round to the right over the field to a small domed building 

(reservoir) beside the road.  Follow the left hand of the two tracks, 2km, in a SW  

direction to the farm buildings on the right at the foot of the escarpment  on the left. Turn 

left, ESE, up the track to the road, go right along the road, 200 meters to another track on 

the east side of the road.  After 50 meters, fork right down to Rag Copse.  When you 

come out of the wood along the edge of a field, turn left onto the large track to Scots 

Poor.  

Distance: 11 km - 6.8 miles. Easy walking, one climb. 
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(16) SCOTS POOR - WHITE LANE – COWCOMMON BOTTOM - CHANTRY 

LANE. 

 

Start: Scots Poor, 286562. Plenty of parking. 

Go S.W. past the cross paths to White Lane and straight on down to Grubground Copse 

and along Water Lane to Cowcommon Bottom - about 4 km.  Turn left along 

Cowcommon Bottom about 500m to the big Yew Tree at 283526. Here go right and 

almost immediately left then straight on, NE, through Coldridge Wood to Honey Bottom.  

Follow this N, 3km, through Chantry Lane to the Causeway. Go straight over the road 

and down into Hippenscombe. Turn left and back along the combe and up to Scots Poor. 

Distance:  10 km.  - 6.25 miles.  Nice woodland walking but can be wet underfoot. 
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(17) LUDGERSHALL - COLLINGBOURNE WOOD. 

 

Start: Ludgershall car park. 

Go  N.  up  the street beside the car park and  across  the  main Marlborough Road. 

footpath goes along the edge of the field beside  the castle.  At Blackmore Down turn left 

and immediately right along the SW edge of Herons Copse.  Follow round this until the 

path leaves in a due N direction. (Take care here, it is easy to go wrong. There is a path 

coming out of the wood at this point.)  After 1km, 264535, turn left at "T" onto the 

bridleway  which leads down the escarpment.   At the foot turn sharp right and go along 

the bottom of the slope, through Prancley Rows to White Lane (track). Turn right and go 

200m and fork right again down the track through Collingbourne Wood to 272528.  (It is 

possible to follow Water Lane by mistake, if so, then turn right and do two sides of the 

triangle.) This joins Blackmore Lane which leads straight back to Ludgershall. 

Distance 10 km - 6.25 miles. Easy walking. 
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(18) LUDGERSHALL - SOUTHLY BRIDGE - COLLINGBOURNE DUCIS 

 

Start:-  Ludgershall car park. 

Go N. up the small road beside the car park and over the main road to Heron's Copse.  

Turn left before the copse and go 2.5 km over the road junction and past Windmill Down 

to Southly Bridge. Turn sharp right up the track before the river Bourne.  Go 1 km up the 

track over the hill and round to the right of the farm.  Now go another km over two roads 

and onto the road that leads over the old railway.  500m after the railway turn left up the 

edge of the field towards Collingbourne Ducis.  Keep the hedge on your right.  At Mill 

Lane (Track), 200 m from Collingbourne turn right.  Go 1.25 km along the track, passing 

the zigzag round a farm to Wick Down. Here turn right, and then bear right over the fields 

to Heaven Corner where a path goes through the wood.  Enter the wood and straight 

through to Woods Farm and back to Ludgershall. 

Distance:  12km. - 7.5 miles. Easy walking. 
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(19) LUDGERSHALL - LITTLE SHODDESDEN - KIMPTON - GT. SHODDESDEN. 

 

Start;  Ludgershall Car Park.  Plenty of parking space. 

 

Go along the Andover Road and take the footpath over the railway just after  

Sommerfields  Supermarket.  Turn left onto the Crescent and follow on along the edge of  

the first  field beside the railway.  Turn right along the hedge to the end of that field and 

take the track on the left. This leads to Andover Lane. Go straight across the road and 

over the stile and the footpath leads over a couple of fields to Shoddesden Lane.  Half 

way along this section there is a stile, nearly hidden, at 279495 near to where the pylons 

cross the footpath.  

Follow Shoddesden Lane, S, down to the road and turn left. After 3/400 meters there is a 

footpath through the thick hedge on the right.  Follow this 300m past the wood and turn 

right over the hill (High View) and down to Kimpton.  Turn left 100m, down to the fork 

and then sharp right up Cow Lane.  At 274478 there is a footpath on the right along the 

edge of the field.  After 500m turn left into the next field. Follow the southern edge  of 

this  field half way along there should be a footpath across it to Great  Shoddesden. (I 

have never found this footpath and have gone right round the western edge and back up to 

the east side of the grange to pick up the path again.  The stile at Shoddesden Grange is 

virtually impassable.)   Turn left on the road and follow the Andover Lane back to the 

point where the track crosses it as above.  Take the track and go back on the same route to 

Somerfields. 

 

Distance; 10.25 km - 6.4 Miles. Easy walking, but difficult to follow the route sometimes. 
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(20) FYFIELD - KALIS CORNER - KIMPTON 

 

Start: Privet Lane, Fyfield, 296479, about 50 meters from the railway bridge.  Restricted 

parking beside the road. 

There is a hole in the hedge with a footpath sign on the other side of the thick hedge.   

Follow the path round the field to Kalis Corner, 290482. Go along the hedge 30m and out 

onto the next field. Follow the path going diagonally across the field, SW, up past the 

farm on the horizon and over the hill to Kimpton.  Turn left along the road to the village 

and take the footpath on the right, just after Cow Lane, beside the village hall, through the 

recreation ground and round beside the big house to the road. Turn left to the Green. Go 

through the lychgate towards the cemetery, the footpath goes round to the right side of the 

cemetery.  This leads over a stile, along the east, top, side of a field to another stile. 

Follow the left side of this field until you are opposite the drinking trough, then strike off 

at about 45 degrees towards the far right corner of the field.  Here you will find a novel 

‘gate/stile’ leading to a gate at the bend in the road at Fyfield.  Go more or less straight on 

up the metalled lane towards the large house with a thatched roof.  You can go straight on 

to reach the end of Privet Lane, but it is more pleasant to turn left in front of the thatched 

house. This track goes to a “Beware of the Bull” sign and here you can follow a path 

through a wooded section and straight on up the right hand edge of the following field to 

Kalis Corner. 

Distance: 4.5km – 3m. Easy Walking. 

 

Alternative extra: Just after crossing the first field when starting out, after Kalis Corner 

turn right at 478287 up past Littleton Copse to the Shoddesdon Road. Turn left here along 

the road to Great Shoddesden and turn left just before the Grange.  If you can get to the 

stile before the nettles, go straight up and over the field, otherwise skirt round to the left 

of the little bit of wood and then straight across the field. Turn left along the southern 

edge and right down to Cow Lane and in to Kimpton. 

This is an extra 3km – 1.75 miles  
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(21) KIMPTON - KIMPTON DOWN - THRUXTON AERODROME. 

 

Start:  Kimpton, on the green at 282467. Plenty of parking space. 

Go W along the Kimpton Down road to the last house on the right.  Take the footpath on 

the right that goes over the fields and through the recreation ground to the north part of 

Kimpton.  Now go NW up Cow Lane approx. 1km to a left turn down Ox Drove.  After 

900m turn right along Down Road.  Turn left again after 50m and go along the track with 

the houses on your right, follow this round to 257468.  Here the route is unclear but make 

for the top of the ridge on your left and continue straight on westwards between two fields 

to the wood at 245470. Turn South down the track 1km to the Old Coach Road. Turn left 

along the old road 800m until you reach the point where the power lines cross.  At this 

point a grassy track leads off to the left, under the power lines, to a stony track leading 

NNE up the hill.  At the first hedge on the right walk E along it to Markway Firs by the 

power lines.  Go E. through the gap in the hedge to Pickford Hill.  Skirt this wood to the 

south and continue round to the N edge of the field (no hedge just a track) and down to 

the Ox Drove at 267466. 

Turn right and after 50m there is a stile hidden in the undergrowth on the left.  This leads 

past some silos to an avenue of Aspen trees and back to Kimpton. 

Distance: 10.25 km. - 6.4m. 
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(22) AMPORT - QUARLEY - EAST CHOLDERTON. 

 

Start: Amport 303444, by the recreation ground. Ample parking. 

Take Furzdown Lane, WSW, to Hay Down Lane. Turn left and after 300m turn right onto 

the footpath leading to the N. of Amport Woods. Turn right, N, at the end of the wood 

and immediately left, WSW, to Quarley.  Turn right, N, through the village and right 

again onto the footpath just before Lains Farm. Follow this, then a short section of road 

and straight on to East Cholderton, about 2 km.  At London Lodge, 292447, (not shown 

on the map) go straight on to the N. of the lodge and along the edge of the field, down 

past the barns onto a lane.   This lane turns to the right.  Follow this although the footpath 

actually goes straight on through the 5-bar gate and apparently through someone’s front 

drive.  At the end of the lane go right down the road, over the bridge and take the track on 

the left just before the white thatched cottage with a beech hedge.  This track leads up the 

hill and turns right to Sarsen Close, Amport.  Turn right out of the close and left at the 

road at the foot of the hill.  Take the footbridge over the river on the right after 50m. 

There is a path on the right 50m after the footbridge that leads round the backs of the 

houses to the recreation ground. 

Distance: 8.5km - 5.3 miles. 

Note: This walk could be shortened by taking the footpath 298450 direct to the church & 

back to the start. 
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(23) QUARLEY - CHOLDERTON - QUARLEY HILL. 

 

Start: Quarley, near Quarley Manor Farm, 275427. Limited parking on the side of the 

road. 

Take the footpath up beside the farm to the south of Quarley Wood.  This takes you up 

along the edge of the field and there is supposed to be a footpath across the sown field.  I 

followed the edge of the field round to a barred section of the fence that pretends to be a 

stile.  This leads along a track to the south of Quarley Hill to a small reservoir which is 

only4 a small hut about 400m north of Manor Farm Dairy.  A stile marks the start of a 

footpath going due west over the field to the B3084 but it is easier to follow the track 

more or less straight on to join the road over a similar wooden fence/stile. 

Virtually straight ahead is the footpath, which leads to Long Walk Plantation, 2km.  Here 

turn right, NNW, and take the rather overgrown footpath that leads down to Grateley 

Lodge.  (You could go straight on and round three sides of an irregular rectangle to arrive 

at Grateley Lodge).  About 200m after the lodge there is a road on the right, follow that  

NE & then ENE back to the B3084.  Turn right on the road and then take the footpath on 

the left after 300m.  This leads directly back to Quarley past the church and down to 

Quarley Manor Farm.  This is a bit of a long drag and it is more interesting to take the 

stile on the right at 261431 and go diagonally across a field to a parallel path that leads to 

the south of Quarley village.  Turn right on the road back to the start. 

Distance: 13km - 8.25 miles. 
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(24) QUARLEY - PALESTINE. 

 

Start Quarley Manor Farm, 275427.  Limited roadside parking. 

Go through the farm south of Quarley Wood and round the top to the left.  Follow the 

marked footpath WSW past Quarley Hill on the right .  At the ‘reservoir’ (just a small hut 

400m above Quarley Manor Dairy) pumping station, keep straight on to the B3084.  Take 

the track that goes SSE not the main road.  Follow this on to the road that goes over the 

railway and 200m after the bridge take the track on the right.  Follow this round to the left 

(Zion Road) and on until you reach Mount Carmel Road.  Turn left and follow this road 

to the end and straight on down the track ahead.  In wet weather this may be very muddy.  

Turn left on the road back under the railway to Grateley.  In Grateley turn right and 

almost immediately left, going NW, there is a footpath on the right, going N as you leave 

the village. This leads over the field to the road outside Quarley Manor Farm. 

Distance 8km - 5 miles. 
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(25)  PALESTINE - OVER WALLOP. 

 

Start: Mount Carmel Road, 263401.  Roadside parking. 

Go down the track virtually due south for 1.5km, and turn left about 1.5km to the Over 

Wallop road, B3084.  Turn right on the road and then left after 300m into the first left 

turn.  Follow this road round through the wiggles until it reaches the Wallop Grateley 

road.  

Turn left and follow this road 500m to a footpath virtually straight ahead where the road 

turns off to the left.  After 400m turn left on the farm track back onto the road.  Turn right 

and follow this road back to 278404. Take the muddy lane straight ahead that turns left 

shortly and leads past the farm and onto the end of Mount Carmel Road and back to the 

start. 

Distance: 7km. 4.4 miles. 

About a mile more can be added to this walk by exploring the footpaths through 

Palestine. 
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(26) THE WALLOPS. 

 

Start on the B3084 at the end of the track, 278387.  Restricted parking , only 2 cars. 

Proceed westwards along the track 1.1km and turn left onto the N/S footpath. Follow this 

over the A303 at Jacks Bush and on 700m to the second footpath on the left at the bottom 

of the dip, at 265385.  If the weather has been very wet then take the first footpath and not 

the second as it goes along the top of the hill and is not so liable to flooding, it also has a 

useful barn as a halfway stop. Follow either footpath through to the B3084. Go along the 

road and turn off ENE at 293364 onto a small side road to Nether Wallop.  At the large 

house straight ahead turn left up a footpath, - next to ‘Chalk Well’ entrance - NNW, to 

Goddards Farm. 

Turn right along the road 100m and then left up the road and go straight on through the 

farmyard (can be very muddy indeed) which becomes a footpath to Middle Wallop.  This 

path leads through some farm buildings before you go down the bank to cross the A343 

and take the footpath on the other side.  Follow this path until it goes no further at a small 

road.  Turn right and then left on the main road and back to the start. 

Distance:  9km - 5.6 miles. 
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(27) BROUGHTON - NETHER WALLOP. 

 

Start: School Lane, Broughton. Plenty of parking. 

Go down school Lane, W, and just after the school take the footpath on the left which 

leads straight up over the A30 to Nether Wallop.  After the A30 go along the edge of the 

field, down into the dip and up to Berry Court Farm.  At the farm turn left on the lane and 

immediately right before the last barn.   Follow the direction of this path right across the 

middle of the field where you should find a small gap in the hedge that leads onto Nether 

Wallop recreation ground.  There are seats here for a pause. Coming out of the recreation 

ground follow Aylwards Way to the road, a quick right and left takes you to a small lane.  

Follow this lane to the next road on the left. Take this road down to the B3084.  Turn left 

100m on the B3084 and right down the footpath.  Turn left off this after 500m and go 

down to the side road.  Turn right and follow the road down to the A30. Go 200m left, E, 

along the A30 and right down the little road at Newton.  This little road leads direct on to 

a track to Broughton Down.  Just before the track climbs the Down there is a path going 

sharp left back to Broughton Down Farm.  Walk round the farm to the right and follow 

the track back to the B3048 .  School Lane is about 300m along on the left. 

Distance: 8.5 km  - 5.25 miles. 
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(28) BROUGHTON - CLARENDON WAY - BROUGHTON DOWN. 

 

Start: at School Lane, Broughton.  Plenty of parking along the road. 

 

Go down into the village and turn left, over the bridge and turn right to Manor Farm.  Just 

after the farm there is a footpath on the right.  Follow this down to the “Rooks” 

monument on the Clarendon Way (about 1.2km).  Turn right and cross; the little lane, the 

footbridge and the road. The small road opposite becomes a track and path and leads 

straight up the hill to the Roman road at 312314.  Turn right and follow the road for 2km 

crossing two roads. Be careful at Avenue Cottages just after the belt of trees, you have to 

dodge over to the right to continue on the old roman road. Turn right onto a track at 

291318, just at the bend in the road. This track leads to the wood at the east end of 

Broughton Down.  Turn left and follow any of the footpaths through the wood or below 

it. So long as you keep going westwards you are bound to reach the N/S track at the west 

side of the Down.  Follow this track N. and quite close to the bottom of the hill there is a 

path forking off to the right leading to Broughton Down Farm.  At the farm go round it 

and turn right and up the track to the Broughton Road and then left down School Lane. 

 

Distance 10km - 6.25 miles 
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(29) BROUGHTON - HOUGHTON. 

 

Start: School Lane, Broughton. Plenty of parking at the side of the road. 

Go down into Broughton and turn left at the “T” junction, over the bridge and right up to 

Manor Farm. Just after the farm there is a footpath leading to “The Rooks” monument at 

318325 (about 1.2km). This is Monarch’s Way and the Clarendon Way.  Go right and 

immediately left through the hedge.  Follow this for 2 km to Houghton.  Approx. 100 m 

before the valley road there is a footpath on the left, take this and cross the next little 

access road and go up to the footpath at 343325 and turn left.  Follow this path up 

zigzagging onto the side of the field and then on past Eveley Farm and turn left on the far 

side of the hedge down over a stile onto the track on the other side of the field. Turn right, 

WNW, here and go 500 m before turning left SSW on the track back to “The Rooks”.  

Here turn right along the footpath past Rookery Farm to Manor Farm.  Turn left at the 

farm and follow the road back to School Lane. 

Distance: 8km - 5 miles. 
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(30) KINGS SOMBORNE - HORSEBRIDGE - HOUGHTON. 

 

Start at Kings Somborne village centre car park.  Plenty of parking. 

 

Go to the top, SE, corner of the recreation ground and take the track that leaves to the 

right.  This leads to a small close, go down the hill towards the main road 20m and there 

is a narrow footpath between two hedges that leads out onto the main road, A3057, at the 

end of the village. More or less straight over the road in the direction of the path there is a 

field gate with a small gate beside.   Go through this and across the field keeping towards 

the right. At the far side of the field, about 30m from the bottom of the slope, there is a 

gate leading through a series of private gardens.  Pass carefully through these gardens 

taking care to close all the gates. Finally this path leads to a field and in the far corner 

there is a stile onto the road at Horsebridge.  Turn right and go over the river bridge to the 

footpath, the Test Way, that crosses the road.  Take the left path down through the trees 

onto the old railway bridge over the river.  

After about 300m there is a right turn over a stile, across a field to another stile and 

bridges over the river.  Stop and admire the river scene for a few minutes.  This track 

leads direct to the Bossington road.   Turn right on the road and follow this to the “T” 

junction at Houghton.  Turn left into the village, and after 150m turn left up a small road.  

50m up this road on the right there is a footpath leading along the side of the field.  This 

can be followed past various houses and access roads/drives to a “T” at 343325, turn right 

and you come out on the road about 50m from the War Memorial.  Continue southwards 

along the road about 700m and where there is an unofficial layby, the Clarendon Way 

goes off to the left (labeled “Private Road”) and the track leads over the rivers, up the hill 

and onto an access road to the Tarmac site.  50m up on the right there is a footpath 

between two fields that leads down to Kings Somborne.   This comes out on the main 

road about 50m south of the shops and offices - Barker & Geary.  Almost opposite is a 

footpath into the recreation ground. 

 

Distance:  6.25 km - 4 miles. 

A very pleasant and varied walk taking in rivers, fields and a bit of woodland path. 
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(31) STOCKBRIDGE - DANEBURY - LONGSTOCK. 

 

Start: Stockbridge High Street.  There is plenty of parking. 

 

Go due W. up the hill and straight on past the school and follow the footpath over Meon 

Hill.  Just after the brow, 50m before the barn, there is a stile and a footpath on the right 

that crosses the A30 and leads to Shepherd’s Bush (White Thorn).  At White Thorn turn 

due W. for 500m and then over the stile and right, NNE, up a track to Danebury road 

junction.  Go over the road and through the unofficial car park and along the track to 

Longstock. Turn left on the Longstock road and right by The Peat Spade Inn along the 

road and over the river to just before the old railway. There is a small footpath on the 

right leading down to the railway. Go S. down the railway back to Stockbridge. 

 

Distance: 9.25 km - 5.8 miles. 
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(32) DANEBURY - FULLERTON - LONGSTOCK. 

 

Start: At the lay-by beside the Danebury junction, 335376. Parking for 5 or six cars. 

 

Walk down the hill, due N. to Waters Down Farm (now converted into a large house) and 

turn right along the track beside the farm.  Follow this for 4km over the Longstock road, 

below Hazel Down on your right until you reach the Fullerton road at 375389.  Here turn 

right and follow the road past Longstock Park and the Water Gardens to 365383, the end 

of the Park.  Here a footpath goes off to the left just where the road bears to the right.  

This path takes you to the beginning of Longstock. Go 500m through Longstock and just 

50m after the Peat Spade Inn there is a turning on the right leading to a track direct to the 

starting point. 

 

Distance: 10km. -  6.25 miles. 
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(33) STOCKBRIDGE - KINGS SOMBORNE. 

 

Start: Stockbridge High Street.  Plenty of parking space. 

 

Go S. down the river beside the bakery. This path crosses a common beside the river and 

then turns left to join the Test Way - the old railway from Andover to Stockbridge.  As 

you approach the Kings Somborne area you come to a track that crosses the Test Way, 

350315, with a gate on the far side.  Don’t go through the gate, go right, along the track 

which leads across the rivers to Houghton.   

Turn right on the Houghton road and 50m before the war memorial there is a footpath 

going up between two hedges, 343325.  Follow this, WNW, straight on until you are 

obliged to take a right-left zigzag to the grassy track at the edge of the field.  This grassy 

track becomes a twin concrete track access road to Eveley Farm on the right.  Carry 

straight on past the farm until the track peters out about 100m further on. Turn left along 

the far side of the hedge and this leads to a stile in the corner of the field.  Go over the 

stile and turn right, WNW, along the track to the end, 322332, and then turn right, N, up 

another track. This leads up to the Broughton/Stockbridge road.  Take the next track 

immediately on the right that leads to the A30. 

Unfortunately you have to walk along the edge of the busy A30 for about 100m and then 

a lay-by on the right becomes a track which becomes a path down to Stockbridge. 

Distance: 11.25km. - 7.1 miles. 
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(34) KINGS SOMBORNE - LITTLE SOMBORNE. 

 

Start:  Kings Somborne Recreation Ground. Plenty of parking. 

 

Facing the field, go over to the left side, N side, of the field and through the kissgate and 

over the next field, bear to the left to a narrow path leading to the road.  Go over the road 

and down the side road past the shop to the Up Somborne road.  This is part of the Test 

Way. Follow this road out of K.S. past the ford on the left, past New Farm, round the left 

bend and turn off right at 371317. This path leads up along the edge of the fields to a 

narrow path past some cattle sheds and slurry pits to 384321. Here you turn off left down 

the right side of the fence down to Little Somborne.  Go virtually straight over the 

crossroads and up the small road, NW, past Home Farm.  At the top of the hill, at 

approximately 377336, there is a covered reservoir suitable for a coffee stop with a nice 

view.  Continue on along the road down to North Park Farm where there is a signed 

footpath off on the left between the farm buildings. This leads along a pleasant walk 

beside a coppiced wood and along the fields back to the Kings Somborne/Stockbridge 

main road.  Go 100m along this road ( it may be possible to walk along the edge of the 

field on the left if the newly planted hedge has not yet grown) and turn left down the side 

road towards the ford.  About 100m from the bottom there is a footpath over a stile on the 

right. This leads over a field and behind the houses back to the Test Way and the start. 

Distance:- 8km. - 5 miles. 
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(35) CHILBOLTON - LECKFORD  - STOCKBRIDGE. 

 

Start:- In the car park at West Down, Chilbolton just over the bridge from the Mayfly. 

Map ref. 383389. 

 

Cross the road and go down the footpath to the left of the tall brick wall. Turn left under 

the road bridge onto the old railway line - the Test Way.  Follow this green corridor to 

1.5km after Leckford where there is an overgrown metal tube kiss gate on the left.   It is 

easy to miss.  This leads out over the road to the Leckford golf course.  The metalled road 

becomes a track to the right of the golf course and then becomes a path that leads up to 

the A30.   Turn right on the A30 and go to Fair View Farm.  

Enter the farm gate and swing round to the left on the road that leads to the caravan park. 

(Don’t go straight ahead into the field and then round to the left.)  Keep the caravans on 

your left and the road becomes a track and then a grassy path forks off on the right 

between two hedges.  This leads up to a 5-bar gate at the foot of the escarpment of 

Stockbridge Down.  If you are tough enough you could scramble up through the brush to 

the top, but it is easier to turn right and follow the path along the foot of the slope and it 

gradually rises up and emerges onto the Down near the Stockbridge Winchester road.  

Turn left and climb gently up towards Woolbury Ring.  Just before the ring on the right 

there is a grassy path leading S.E. down alongside the earthwork.  After 600m or 2/3rds 

of the way down there is a path at right angles off to the left going up N.E. through a gate.  

Follow this 1km to a small road.  Turn left 600m to the grassy triangle on the opposite 

side of which there is a metalled lane - the other side of the A30 - which leads past 

Leckford Camp and Leckford New Farm to the Leckford - Leckford Hut road.  Turn right 

on this road and follow it to about 150m past the sharp right turn.  On the left, just under 

some low power lines there is a ‘permitted path’ leading to the radio telescope.  This path 

is rather overgrown and needs to be regularly walked to keep it clear.  At the telescope the 

path is clearer.  The end of the path turns sharp left and leads you to the top of West 

Down, Chilbolton.  Here you can take almost any path over to the western corner of the 

Down and the car park. 

 

Distance:- 13km - 8.2 miles. 

 

This is fairly heavy walking, particularly along the ‘permitted path’, but the hills are not 

very steep.  Varied walking across downs small roads and leafy lanes. 
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(36) CHILBOLTON - WHERWELL - HAREWOOD  FOREST. 

 

Start:-   In the car park at West Down, Chilbolton.  Parking for 5 or 6 cars. 

(Alternative start at Chilbolton Common, this shortens the walk by about 1 km.) 

 

Go up onto the Down and up the hill 30m to the seat.  Here take the path that leads 

parallel to the road and down into Chilbolton itself.  Turn left on the main road and 20 m 

back there is a gate to a small garden. The Test Way goes on from here. Follow the Test 

Way signs through to Chilbolton Common and over the rivers to Wherwell.  At the 

Wherwell road turn left and immediately right up onto the path above the houses.  This 

path, still the Test Way, leads round to the right to the hairpin bend above the village. Go 

down the road 30m and on the left the Test Way sign points to a small path leading gently 

upwards a short way.  Follow this past the back gardens of houses and on past the front of 

some small houses this leads on into New Barn Lane.   

Follow the Test Way signs up past New Barn - now rather old - and along the edge of 

Hassock Copse and Park Brow Copse.  Turn right, S, at the edge of the field, 395426.  

This track leads into a copse and, bearing slightly left, out again on the other side. Follow 

the edge of this field 100m, through the gap on the right and on down the edge of the next 

field. This leads down to the Wherwell - Longparish road. Turn right to the outskirts of 

Wherwell and left down the road to Chilbolton. After the bridge at the bend there is a stile 

on the right, this leads over the field, through a hedge and across to a stile onto 

Winchester Road, Chilbolton.  Follow this road for 200m and there is a stile on the right 

that leads back to Chilbolton Common.  Take the same route back to the car park 

Distance:  9 km. - 5.6 miles. 

This is not difficult walking but has quite a few short ups and downs. 
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(37) HAREWOOD FOREST. 

 

Start: On the Winchester Road to Wherwell at 375422 at the edge of the wood. 

Sufficient parking for three cars only. 

 

Walk some 700m along the road towards Wherwell to a track on the left shortly after 

Windwhistle Cottage.  Follow this track along the edges of the fields to New Barn and 

turn left up past a pretty little country cottage.  This is the Test Way, follow this along the 

lane to the edge of the wood and round to the right to Park Farm. Here turn left round the 

farm, due N for 250m where the Test Way turns right, due E.  Follow this past the 

pinewood on the right to the gates. Turn left just after the gates and take the righthand 

(the lesser) of the two tracks for about 1km where you come to cross paths.  Straight on 

leads down to the road, right is private so turn left, just S of W.  Follow this for 2.5km 

over the path crossing along the edge of a field, round the right side of a little wood, 

through the hedge and westwards down the edge of the field to 374431. Turn right here 

along a wide track back to the start point. 

Most of this walk is on tracks rather than small paths. 

 

Distance:  8km - 5 miles. 
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 (38) MIDDLE WAY - LONGPARISH - TEST WAY. 

 

Start: On Middleway at 405450. Parking along the side of the road. 

Go through the gate on the right and then SE along the bottom of the field and follow this 

path for about 1km till it comes to a cart track. Don’t follow the track, the path drifts off 

up to the right up to the top of the hill. At the top there is a path off to the left at 412438. 

This takes you over the old railway and down to the Longparish road at Forton.  Cross 

over this road and go down the small lane and round to the left along the Test Way 

leaving it by a footpath straight ahead when the road turns sharp left. This footpath leads 

round the back of the church to the road again. Turn left on the road and right down the 

footpath behind the pub.  After the recreation ground pass in front of a few houses and 

turn left up the Test Way (clearly waymarked) for nearly 3km to the Andover Whitchurch 

road.  Continue over the road and follow the Test Way to the right of Fox Cottages round 

the field and off to the right, N, to Faulkners Down Farm.  Don’t follow the Test Way 

round the farm to the right, go straight on, on the grassy track, left round the wood at the 

top of the hill and back to the Whitchurch road again past Andover Down Farm. Slightly 

to the right of where you come onto the road there is a footpath into Houndshott Copse. 

This leads through the wood on a well beaten path to the right hand edge of a field and 

back to  Middleway. 

Distance: 9.25km - 6 miles. 
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(39) BARTON STACEY -  BRANSBURY - NEWTON STACEY. 

 

Start: Barton Stacey, in the car park by the church.  There is a car park for the recreation 

ground, which may be full if it is a football day. 

Go North along the road past the church and down to the bridge. Be careful on this 

section of road as it is narrow with high banks and no footpath.  Just past the fishing pond 

on the left there is a footpath sign.  Take this path/track and follow it through to 

Bransbury.  The path becomes a road. Turn left at the “T” junction and go along the road 

to the next bridge over the river.  Just after this bridge there is a track on the right but 

there is no footpath sign.  After 50 meters there is a side track on the left which goes, if 

you want, direct back to Barton Stacey.  Follow the main track that leads along the edge 

of a bit of woodland and onto a marshy bit of field.  Follow the edge of this field and at 

the end there is a gate on the left, (not the one straight ahead) which leads to a track on 

the old roman road.  Follow this old road 100m uphill and swing round to the right on the 

main track. (You can go straight ahead here and cut off a bit).  This main track leads 

round past an old gravel pit, some buildings and houses as you come into Newton Stacey.  

Turn left at the road and go up to the bend. (On the left is the track you come up if you 

take the short cut mentioned above.) 

Nearly straight ahead is a footpath through the hedge and across the field to the road.  

Cross this road and go over the next field provided that the red danger flags are not flying.  

If you can’t see the path on the field or in the crop then carefully take your direction, due 

East, from the footpath signpost or by compass.  Half way up this field you can look back 

and check your direction from a sight of the path in the previous field. You should be 

directly in line.  At the other side of this field there is a track leading ENE, this leads you 

straight back to the Barton Stacey recreation ground. 

 

Distance:  7 km -  4.5 miles. 

This is easy walking but could be very squelchy underfoot in wet weather. 
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(40) LONGPARISH - FIRGO FARM.   

 

Start:  By the river at Longparish, 445448.  Plenty of parking. 

Go ENE up the footpath beside the river to the road.  Turn off the road after 100m and go 

over the field to the old railway, down the other side and over to the wood. Go slightly 

left and there is a path through the wood which bears left shortly over the field to Firgo 

Farm.  Turn right after the farm and go 2km to the crossing of the dismantled railway.  

All that remains is one side of the bridge.  (A) Climb through the wood bar fence on the 

right and go up the path on the line of the railway.  When you reach a wall across the path 

you can either go down to Larkwhistle Farm and along the road or follow the left side of 

the embankment to 448449 where there is a path crossing the field and back to the start 

alongside the river. 

Distance:  6 km. - 3.75 miles. 

Alternative “A”.  Instead of going up the old railway continue on another 200m and turn 

right at Lodge Farm. (B)  There are open barns here for shelter if needed.  This track leads 

through Owls Farm to Nuns Walk. (This is not marked as a footpath or right of way but it 

is a wide track most of the way so it should be OK.)  Turn right along the road and left 

over the footbridge and along the small road to Mill Lane.  

Turn right and shortly after the river there is a footpath through the hedge on the right that 

leads straight ahead to a small footbridge behind Longparish House.  Follow this path on 

to the left corner of the field through a kissgate and this leads past Mill House and along 

the road back to the start. 

Distance 7.5km - 4.7 miles. 

 

Alternative “B”.  Instead of turning right up the track by the derelict barn there is no 

barrier or MOD notice preventing you going straight on along the same track which 

eventually comes out on the road at 437427.  It is only as you come out onto the road you 

find out that you have been in a ‘No Entry’ area.  There is no ‘No Exit’ sign!  Turn right 

on the road and join Alternative “B” at the river bridge. 
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Distance:  8km - 5 

miles
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(41) LONGPARISH - WHITCHURCH. 

 

Start:  Longparish  at 445448, near the river, plenty of parking. 

 

Go ENE up the footpath to the road, and along that 500m to Firgo Lane (track).  Turn 

right up there to Firgo Farm.  At the farm access lane turn left and go across the A34 to 

Tufton Warren Farm.  The traffic is extremely fast on the A34 and great care must be 

taken when crossing.  There is a central reservation so the two lanes can be crossed 

separately. 

Go straight through Tufton Warren Farm and onto the Byway the other side.  After 400m 

there are right and left turns ending up ENE.  Follow this 300m and turn left onto a 

wooded footpath, that leads northwards over fields to Whitchurch.  It has fine views over 

Whitchurch and back to Danebury. On arriving at the Winchester Road in Whitchurch 

turn left and pass under the bypass, through Tufton and back along the road to the start. 

 

Distance:  10.5km - 6.6 miles. 
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(42) WHITCHURCH - LAVERSTOKE. 

 

Start : Bell St car park. 

 

Turn left out of the car park and right up Upper Evingar Road.  This turns round to the 

right and reaches the Newbury Road.  Go straight across and at the end of the made-up 

road, turn left and enter a field.  Go slightly leftwards and downhill diagonally across the 

field to beside the railway. At the bottom corner there is a stile and a small road go under 

the railway, turn right over a another stile and follow the right hand edge of the field 

down to the bottom and up the hedge to the Harroway. 

Follow the Harroway right for about 1.200km over two road junctions to Ash Bed 

Plantation.  Here there is a track leaving on the right almost straight-ahead. If you miss 

this track turn right up Twinley Lane and regain the track on the left 30m. on.  After about 

300m, at the next cross track, turn right, S, and follow this down to Home Farm where the 

track becomes a small metalled lane.  Immediately after all the farm buildings the lane 

turns right, go 100m and turn left at the footpath sign, over the field and down past the 

church at Laverstoke. 

At the road turn left 200m and just after the bridge there is a footpath going due south 

towards the Laverstoke/Micheldever road. Go only 30m into the field to the corner of the 

garden and turn sharp right and follow along the edge of the field to the stile.  Now turn 

left up the track for some 50m then right over a stile into the field.  Follow this line and 

path straight on over a stile at the end of the field and go down to the house near the river. 

Here it is worth a short deviation to look off the bridge up and down the trout river. Go 

back again from the bridge and bear round to the right towards the mill.  On the left of the 

old mill house there is a path going up past the wood palings and later past a garden wall.  

This leads up into a field, follow the bottom side of the field to the stile at the end.  Ahead 

the path passes below a steep bank to beside the river as it approaches Whitchurch. You 

don’t really see much of the river. After some twists and turns past the school you must 

turn right onto a made-up path alongside a small recreation ground, this leads onto the 

Winchester Road opposite the Silk Mill.  Turn right and go back through the centre up to 

the start point. 

 

Distance: 8.5km -  5.3 miles. 
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 (43) WHITCHURCH NORTHWESTWARDS. 

 

Start:  Bell St car park, Whitchurch. 

 

Come out of the car park and turn left. Go under the old railway bridge and after Manor 

Farm there is a footpath/track on the left which leads through a wide subway under the 

A34.  Go straight ahead along the track to a stile ahead leading onto a path through 

Cowdown Copse to the railway bridge over the Whitchurch/Walworth road.  Go through 

the bridge and turn left, N, up the road past New Barn Farm. After about 1.700km you 

come to Hogdigging Copse.  About 150 m past the copse there is a track on the right 

where the road bears left. (Don’t take the first track immediately after the copse).  Follow 

this path for 600m to Cooper’s in the Wood Farm. This no longer looks like a farm and 

appears deserted.  Turn right, S, down a track which leads over the Harroway to Down 

Farm.  Go past the tennis courts and on to the end of the first field. Turn left and follow 

the fence line westwards till it leads over a bridge, over the A34 and over a field.   Turn 

right along the side of the old railway cutting joining the old railway itself at the bottom 

of the hill. Go under the bridge and straight on.  This leads into the top of Upper Evingar 

Road and back to the car park. 

 

Distance:  9km. -  5.6 miles. 
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(44) ST MARYBOURNE - EGBURY – BINLEY 

Start at St. Marybourne recreation ground car park. Plenty of parking space. 

Go over the bridge into the square and round to the left onto the Wadwick road. Just to 

the right of  the entrance to Joe Hirst’s scrap yard there are some steps up to a path.  This 

leads up along the right-hand fence of the scrap yard up to the woodland burial ground.  

Go straight on past the Pick-Your-Own field on the right at Breach Farm, past Cold 

Harbour and Downhams Copse to Egbury.  With the Egbury road zigzag on your right at 

436523, turn left up the track over to Wadwick. Here turn left and immediately right onto 

a steep little bit of path beside a garden. This path has a hedge on each side. When the 

path comes out onto the left side field (by a footpath arrow sign) then strike straight 

across that field (or round the edge) to the opening on the other side of the field. After the 

opening, bear slightly left to keep the bit of wood on your right. The cart track leads down 

to Binley coming out near the old Hurdler’s Arms, now a private house. (If it is 

springtime be sure to take a small diversion down the Stoke road and look at the spread of 

spring flowers in the field on the right looking up towards the big house.)  Turn left on 

the road and go up the hill, SSE.  At the top of the hill, just before the bungalow, there is 

a track on the right called Long Hedge Drove.  This leads down through Rowe Farm to 

Gangbridge Lane.  Turn left there and walk along the lane to the main valley road, cross 

over and go down the lane past the school. At the end, on the left, there is a footpath that 

leads round the backs of the houses, across the Andover Road to the recreation ground. 

Distance: 8km - 5 miles.   
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(45) ST MARYBOURNE - EGBURY - COOPERS IN THE WOOD. 

Start:  St Marybourne recreation ground car park. Plenty of parking.  

Go to the far, S, corner of the recreation ground and turn left along the back of the lake to 

the road at the end.  Go right up the road about 300m and part way up the hill there is a 

stile on the left just below the house.   Go over this and diagonally across the field down 

to the river where there is a small footbridge.  Follow the path onto the valley road and 

turn right.  In 30m there is a footpath on the left between the drive of one house and the 

garden of the next.  This footpath leads straight along the edge of three fields and skirts 

the southern edge of Hogdigging copse before reaching the Whitchurch - St Marybourne 

road.  Turn left and immediately right after the wood.  There is a nice green track leading 

along the NW edge of the wood to the Egbury Road.  Here be careful not to be fooled into 

going straight on in the same line; turn left on the road and right after 150m down a track.  

This leads up to a cross track at Cooper’s in the Wood Farm.  Turn left, N.W.  There is a 

little shelter for a short break at this derelict farm.  

Follow this track generally NW up to the Egbury-Dunley road, go right and left and over 

the field to Egbury village.  In the village turn left and continue down this road to the 

zigzag.  Turn right round the smart brick & flint house (two farm labourers’ cottages 

knocked into one large house) and at the back of their garden turn left onto a footpath 

over the field.  Follow this footpath over the fields past the Pick-Your-Own field on the 

left, past the new Woodland burial site and the path arrives at S.M.B. down beside 

Joe.Hirst’s scrap yard.  Follow the road left to the square - the Summerhaugh - over the 

bridge and back to the recreation ground. 

Distance:  8.25km - 5.2 miles. 
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(46) ST MARYBOURNE - LOWER WYKE 

                          

Start:   St Marybourne Recreation Ground. Plenty of parking space. 

Go SSW along the left side of the recreation ground and straight up the hill and onto the 

track of the old Portway roman road.  When you reach the metalled road turn left down 

the track and onto the Test Way at 412493. Follow this past Lower Wyke Farm over the 

railway and road to Faulkner’s Down Farm. Go left across the front of the farm and 

follow the Test Way where it turns right down to Fox Cottages. Cross the road and either 

go along the edge of the road or, better, go over the opposite stile and turn left along the 

edge of the field to 418465 where a path leads SSE down to Tracy’s Dell.  Here turn left 

and follow the path back up to the road at Faulkner’s Cross.  The path opposite leads onto 

a lane to Apsley Farm and to the Harrow Way. Go straight on over the road and over the 

railway and follow the path back to 417497 where it crosses the Test Way. Turn right 

onto the Test Way and follow that back to SMB. 

Distance:- 12.5km – 7.8 miles.  
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(47) DOILEY BOTTOM - BINLEY - STOKE HOLLOW. 

 

Start: Doiley Bottom car park which is on the Newbury Road.  

Go 50m NE along the Newbury road and take the track on the right towards Crux Easton. 

At the start of the wood at 413552, where the track swings round to the right go nearly 

due S to the west side of the wood down to Lye Farm.  Follow this access road due S. and 

then E to the top of Binley village.  There are nice snowdrops along this road.  Before you 

enter the village turn right onto a footpath up the bank just before the house on the right 

hand side.  Follow this path through to the South of Slade Bottom Farm and over to the 

top of Stoke Hollow.  Go on 150m down the road and turn right down the Doiley Bottom 

road.  After 700m there is a footpath on the left to Priors Farm.  Go round the farm and 

follow the track on to the valley road at Valley Farm.  Turn right along the B3048 road to 

392526 and turn right up the track to Juniper Down.  (There used to be decoy landing 

lights here during the WW2 but I don’t know if they were ever bombed.)  This track 

comes back to the Doiley Bottom road, which leads back to the start. 

Distance: 10km - 6.25 miles. 

The walk along the Stoke road may be a bit busy. To avoid this it may be possible to go 

down a track from Priors Farm WNW to the top of Juniper Down and down through the 

scrub to the track at the bottom. This looks to be private land now. 
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(48) EGBURY -  COOPER’S IN THE WOOD FARM - WADWICK. 

 

Start: Egbury, in the centre of the village. There is a little parking on the side of the road. 

Go to the east end of the village and turn right at the Tee junction, 439526.  Follow the 

road about 300m uphill and take the track on the left at 440524. This leads over the fields 

past a small zigzag to Cooper’s in the Wood Farm. (This “farm” is only a barn in a 

derelict wood).  After about 100m turn right at 448513 and go WSW down to the Egbury 

road.  Turn right, N, up the road 800m to Egbury Castle Farm. Here turn left down a 

small road (don’t go through the farm) to 433513 and take the track on the right going 

NW. Follow this over the St Mary Bourne road 500m up to Cold Harbour where there is a 

footpath on the right going NNE.  Follow this for 1km until it meets a track at a Tee. (For 

a very short walk turn right and go back to the start 5.25km - 3.25 miles.)   Turn left and 

follow this track 800m to Wadwick.  Turn right up the road 300m and right again just 

alongside the wood and the track leads back to Egbury.  

Distance: 6.75km - 4.25 miles. 
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(49) WADWICK - BINLEY - WOODCOTT 

Start:  Near Wadwick House.  Parking for only one or two cars, by the side of the road. 

Go up the road past Wadwick house and there is a footpath on the left going up 

immediately through this gate and, keeping the large house on your left side go over the 

grass to the gateway on the lane to the house.  Here you go left along the fence/hedge to 

the stile and turn right down 100m into Binley near the old Hurdlers Arms. (Here, if it is 

springtime it is worth going 100m down the Stoke road ahead and viewing the 

magnificent display of wild flowers, primroses, daffodils and bluebells in the wood/field 

on the right behind the old Hurdlers.)  On the road turn right and go up through the 

village, more of the flowers can be seen on the way.  Continue up through the village, 

NW, to the ‘crossroads’ at 414537, here turn right, down the track to Sladen Green Farm.  

Continue on, through the gate after the farm, straight on and finally and round Beech 

Hanger Copse on your right, a total of 2km, to where there is a crossing of Bridle way and 

footpath at 430559.  Turn right along the edge of the field to the SE corner of the field.  

This path goes through the corner of a small wood and diagonally across the field to come 

out on the Woodcott road. Follow this road, S, across the crossroads and about 300m 

after the power lines there is a track on the right through Stubbs Copse.  At the other side 

of the copse the track turns left and leads down to Wadwick House 

Distance: 8km - 5 miles 
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(50) THREE LEGGED CROSS - WOODCOTT - CRUX EASTON. 

Start: Near Three Legs House at 430574. Parking for 2-3 cars on the roadside. 

Go N. nearly to the main road and turn right, E, along the Wayfarers Walk. Follow this 

for about 3km to 448556 and turn right. This path goes down the ridge into the valley by 

Lower Woodcott Farm.  As you reach the road there is a footpath off to the right which 

leads uphill again to the Woodcott Egbury road.  Almost opposite the path continues 

diagonally across the field to the far right corner as indicated by the footpath sign.  Ten 

meters through the corner of the wood takes you to the top of the next field. Follow the 

right hand edge of this field and you cross a bridle way and go straight on to Crux Easton.  

Here by the crossroads there is a footpath going diagonally across the field to the far right 

hand corner.  This leads direct to the starting point.  

Distance :7km. - 4.5 miles. 

Alternative: 

Start : On the road N.E. out of Ashmansworth at 420580. Plenty parking on the roadside. 

Go N.E. up to the Ox Drove, Wayfarers Walk and turn right, S.E.  Follow this track 

across the Newbury Road and on for a further 3km to 448556 and turn right.  This path 

goes down the ridge to Lower Woodcott Farm.  As soon as you reach the road turn right 

up the footpath that leads over the Egbury road.  Continue diagonally across the field, 

through the corner of the wood and N.E.along the right hand edge of the next field and on 

to Crux Easton.  At the crossroads continue straight over and follow the lane generally 

N.E. past the house and through a small belt of trees and over the field to the Newbury 

Road.  The path goes straight over the road and up the slope and over the stile. Go more 

or less straight on over the brow of the field and down to the left corner of the field. Here 

the path goes up through a small bit of wood to a second stile. Follow the righthand edge 

of the field to another stile and short path to the Ashmansworth road. Turn left and right 

again after 50m over a stile and right again round the back of the houses. This leads 

through the farmyard, through a front garden and then through someone’s private back 

garden up to the war memorial, continue N.E. up to the start. 

Distance: 9.5km - 6 miles.  
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(21a) KIMPTON – EAST CHOLDERTON – QUARLEY 

Start: At Kimpton, on the Green, 282467.  Plenty of parking. 

Go towards the cemetery and take the hidden path along the right hand side, go over the 

stile and right along the top of this field and the next. When you reach the field that lies 

alongside the Fyfield road, 284465, turn left along the hedge for 300m and then 

diagonally across the fields to the unusual gate/stile at 289466.  Here take the Fyfield 

Road, SW, until you reach the church access track.  Follow the right hand fence and it 

leads to a stile and footpath over the fields to Mullenspond.  (If you are walking this in 

the other direction please note that this path leaves the Weyhill/Thruxton road at 297457, 

through a small wrought iron gate between the first two bungalows. It looks like the 

entrance to a private house.)   

Go WSW down the hill and left under the A303.  Follow this road and take the next track 

on the right after the road to the Caravan Park.  This track becomes a footpath and turns 

round to the right for 100m.  Here turn left and follow the left side of the hedge to the end 

of the field and turn left, ESE, 100m to the junction with Hay Down Lane.  Here a 

marked footpath runs along the edge of the field, WSW, to a short stretch of road and a 

track on the right leading up to Lains Farm.  Turn right up the road and under the A303, 
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do a left right zigzag and follow the road up past the aerodrome entrance to 271454.  

Take the track on the left, which leads over the Snoddington Road to 267466. Here there 

is a stile on the left and an overgrown gap in the hedge on the right.  Go through the gap 

on the right and along the field, past the farm buildings back to Kimpton. 

Distance; 9 km – 5.6 miles. 

This walk is additional to the main list and joins those north of the A303 with those South 

of the A303.  Easy walking. 


